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 As we reach the end of another 

challenging year for businesses across 

Australia, the Supply Nation team remains 

committed to fostering genuine engagement 

opportunities between Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander businesses and our corporate, 

government and non-for-profit member 

organisations. 

 In this first edition of the Supply Nation 

magazine, we reflect on the year with a 

tribute to the late Dr Dean Jarrett, who sadly 

passed away earlier this year. I'm honoured to 

highlight the significant contribution Dr Jarrett 

made to Supply Nation and the Indigenous 

business sector more broadly. We also hear 

from the Minister for Indigenous Australians 

the Hon Ken Wyatt AM MP, as he recognises 

the resilience of Indigenous businesses 

throughout the COVID-19 crisis and the 

significant role they play in the economic 

recovery and growth of Australia. 

 We revisit the memorable highlights 

from Supply Nation’s annual flagship event, 

Connect 2021, and hear how our platinum 

sponsors are continuing to support the 

Indigenous business sector. The magazine 

also features a selection of the Supplier 

Diversity Award 2021 winners as they share 

their business journey, their rise to success 

within the sector and what it meant to win at 

this year’s awards. 

 This year, Supply Nation achieved 

another milestone by reaching over 3,300 

verified Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

businesses listed on Indigenous Business 

Direct – highlighting the continued growth of 

the sector.   

 With COVID-19 restrictions impacting 

all states and territories throughout 2021, we 

continued to deliver our supplier diversity 

training and capability training programs 

via our online platforms. Since moving our 

training online in early 2020, we have been 

able to offer an increased number of sessions 

and provide businesses in remote and regional 

locations with access to fundamental training. 

We are thrilled to see the continued interest 

and engagement in our training from both 

members and Indigenous businesses across 

Australia. 

 Lastly, I would like to commend our 

Indigenous businesses on their resilience 

during the COVID-19 crisis, and thank our 

corporate, government and non-for-profit 

members for their ongoing commitment to 

the growth and prosperity of the Indigenous 

business sector. 

 I wish you all the best for the remainder 

of the year, and look forward to working with 

you to foster new opportunities in 2022.

Laura Berry 

Chief Executive Officer 

Supply Nation

"The Supply Nation team remains committed to fostering 

genuine engagement opportunities between Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander businesses and our corporate, 

government and non-for-profit member organisations." 
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Connect 2021
     highlights

This year, Supply Nation transformed 

Connect into a compelling, online 

journey in support of the Indigenous 

business sector. Connect 2021 was 

delivered via world-class technology 

allowing greater accessibility and 

engagement by incorporating the 

Knowledge Forum, Tradeshow and 

Awards Show into an interactive 

two-day online experience.

SAVE THE DATE FOR CONNECT 2022

The International Convention 

Centre,  Sydney

Supply Nation’s annual flagship 

event for  the Indigenous 

business sectorWednesday

May 2022

25
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Connect 2021 
highlights

 We were proud to bring together those  

within the supplier diversity community to celebrate 

their resilience and achievements after a very 

challenging year. 

 Not only did we hear from some of Australia’s 

leading supplier diversity and business experts, we 

were also able to engage our Indigenous businesses to 

showcase the diversity and vibrancy of their products 

and services and foster business opportunities through 

the Tradeshow element. We celebrated the 2021 

Supplier Diversity Awards via a live broadcast show, 

with real time reactions, memorable hosts and First 

Nations entertainment.  

 Some of the highlights of Connect 2021 

included the exclusive conversations with Phillipa 

Harrison, Managing Director of Tourism Australia; 

Stephanie Tully, Chief Customer Officer of Qantas; 

Corey Tutt, Founder of DeadlyScience; Adjunct 

Professor Wayne Quilliam, Renowned Photographic 

Artist; Steven Worrall, Managing Director of Microsoft 

Australia; and Hon Ken Wyatt AM MP, Minister for 

Indigenous Australians. 

 We were delighted to see the conversation flow 

throughout the many panel discussions and Yarn times 

with successful Indigenous business leaders. We were 

captivated by the keynote address from Award-winning 

Author Dr Anita Heiss and enjoyed presentations from 

motivational speaker Sebastian Terry and Consumer 

Futurist Amanda Stevens. Lastly, we were honoured to 

have renowned Author and Journalist Stan Grant, host 

Connect 2021 and were amazed by his insights and 

presence. 

 We hope you enjoyed the Connect experience 

from the comfort and safety of your home or office, 

wherever you are in Australia. Next year, we are excited 

to return to a face-to-face event, where we can all 

reconnect under the same roof. 
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Supplier Diversity 
Award Winners 2021

Young Indigenous Entrepreneur of the Year

Nathan Martin

Registered Supplier of the Year

Marawar

Emerging Indigenous Exporter of the Year

Tagai Management Consultants

Corporate Member of the Year 

JLL

Outstanding Impact Award 

JLL

Supplier Diversity Partnership of the Year

Commonwealth Bank and BlackCard

Indigenous Businesswoman of the Year

Leah Cameron

Certified Supplier of the Year

Marrawah Law

Government Member of the Year

Department of Defence

Supplier Diversity Advocate of the Year

Helen Slater

Procurement Professional of the Year

Hamish Johnston
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Nathan
Martin
Yalagan Group 
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Nathan’s story, simply put, is one of a kind – enduring 

challenges in his life that would deter many in the 

pursuit of their dreams. His individual determination 

and values are what make up the very foundation of 

Yalagan Group. A role model for his community, and an 

advocate for Indigenous rights, Nathan inspires many 

with what he does. 

In his own words, Nathan’s story is one of 

tragedy and triumph: “When I was 25 I pleaded guilty to 

charges of illegal activity. Growing up in an Aboriginal 

community, crime was just everywhere. You see it 

every day and in the end you become numb to it. I 

never really thought of the impact my actions would 

have on the community until I was getting sentenced 

by the judge.

 In prison, you either go one of two ways, 

either you become a better criminal or you decide that 

this isn’t what you want to do with your life. On my 

daughter’s sixth birthday, in my fourth year in prison, I 

just thought “this isn’t where I want to be.”

 Looking around at some of the people who 

were in jail with me, I thought there weren’t many 

construction bosses who would give any of these 

boys a go. So I thought, “how do I create something 

that will?” As soon as I walked out of prison in 2016, it 

absolutely poured rain. I thought, “this is going to wash 

it all away and I'll just start off fresh to do some good 

with my life and get into it.”

 My first step from there was to create Yalagan 

Group in 2017. The word is from the Yuin Nation – it 

means “hard-working” or “smart fellow”. My goal is to 

take my businesses inside prisons and train inmates 

to become qualified labourers in the construction 

industry. The first guy I recruited had done 14 years’ 

jail. Four years on, he is still out of prison and has been 

successfully operating his own business for the last few 

years. 

From there we have created a national group 

that is an ecosystem of support and opportunities for 

training and recruitment/personnel hire focused on 

transitional career and employment pathways for the 

most disadvantaged.

Overall, there has been no bigger milestone 

than the support from, and recognition of, being 

Certified by Supply Nation. Winning the Young 

Indigenous Entrepreneur of the Year Award marked 

such an important point for me. From starting out in jail 

to building Yalagan Group and then winning an award 

in 2021, means anything is possible for our mob.

Young Indigenous  
Entrepreneur  
of the Year

I’ve come up with the idea 

of what I want to do and 

who I want to be, and 

I make it happen every 

single day that I wake up.

– Nathan Martin

After winning Young Indigenous Entrepreneur 

of the Year at this year’s Connect, I was both shocked 

and thrilled. I’ve never really sat down to consider the 

impact Yalagan Group was having on the community. 

We work hard every day, and we love what we do, so it 

was wonderful to be recognised for all that hard work 

and to know that as an individual and a company I can 

inspire others to do the same.

 More than anything, winning this award has 

given me a renewed sense of accomplishment and 

motivation for the future. If I can inspire other people 

and businesses to work towards creating sustainable 

outcomes for our Indigenous communities across 

Australia, I know that I’m doing the best that I can and 

that is a really exciting place to be after just four years 

since we first opened our doors.

 I’m looking forward to the future of Yalagan 

Group. Supply Nation has always been there guiding 

us and with their continued support I know that the 

potential for Yalagan is endless".
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Commonwealth 
Bank and BlackCard

Supplier Diversity 
Partnership 
of the Year
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A message from Commonwealth Bank about their 

successful partnership with BlackCard.  

 Commonwealth Bank of Australia’s (CBA) 

purpose is to improve the financial wellbeing of our 

customers and communities and we are committed to 

achieving this purpose for Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander communities.

Though our Reconciliation Action Plan 

(RAP) we are focused on promoting reconciliation 

through our sphere of influence as well as working 

with business and community partners to ensure we 

promote social, economic and financial wellbeing.

In a year that’s been challenging for many 

Australians, we recognised that the pandemic could 

impact our Indigenous suppliers, so we immediately 

reduced payment terms on all Indigenous suppliers to 

“net zero” meaning immediate payment of invoices to 

assist with cash flow.

Since the launch of our first RAP in 2008,  

we have built strong partnerships within the Indigenous 

business sector. CBA is a proud founding member of 

Supply Nation (2009).

Since 2014, we have partnered with BlackCard 

to provide our workforce with Indigenous cultural 

capability training. More than 1,700 people have 

completed the program, and a further 13,000 have 

completed the e-learning module. Our target is for  

70% of our workforce to have completed this training  

by 2022.

Brad Cooke, Senior Manager Indigenous 

Engagement Innovation, said: “We have formed a 

trusted partnership with Blackcard that’s not only 

focussed on supplier diversity, but about creating a 

respectful cultural exchange across the bank. The 

relationship between BlackCard and CBA has been 

mutually beneficial, with Blackcard having grown in 

terms of size, scale and revenue. In return, the bank  

has – and continues to – increase the cultural 

capability of the CBA workforce”.

The Bank’s partnership with BlackCard 

supports our vision of ensuring Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander histories, cultures and rights are a 

valued and recognised part of our shared national 

identity, along with ensuring we are providing culturally 

informed support to Indigenous customers and 

communities.

This year, on the first evening of National 

Reconciliation Week, CBA and BlackCard were proud 

to be awarded Supply Nation’s Supplier Diversity 

Partnership of the Year. Mundanara Bayles, Managing 

Director of BlackCard said: “Winning the Supplier 

Diversity Partnership of the Year Award has proven 

to us, and to our clients and partners, that we are 

delivering a gold standard in training programs. In 

particular, this achievement is a testament to the 

impact we are having on Commonwealth Bank 

employees. Since winning the award, we have had a lot 

of interest from new industries, such as the Advertising 

Industry, and have employed more facilitators to 

meet the demand for our training and now we are 

working on scaling up the business and looking at 

other revenue streams such as consulting. Watch this 

space!!!”

CBA's partnership  

with Blackcard is not 

only focused on supplier 

diversity, but creating 

a respectful cultural 

exchange across the bank.

– Brad Cooke

Winning the Supplier 

Diversity Partnership of 

the Year Award has proven 

to us, and to our clients 

and partners, that we are 

delivering a gold standard 

in training programs.

– Mundanara Bayles
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Emerging  
Indigenous  
Exporter  
of the Year

Tell us about your professional journey, and how you 

came to establish Tagai Management Consultants? 

 The business ideation of Tagai Management 

Consultants was fuelled by a complex upbringing, 

the anchor of my Torres Strait Islander identity and 

supportive enabling champions who presented into my 

life in the form of family, friends and employers. 

 I didn’t let starting education late or the life 

challenges/mistakes affect my dreams and where I 

was going to be in life.  My first business plan was 

created in my first year as a mature aged student 

studying at James Cook University in Townsville. I 

went on to learn and gain experience over 20+ years 

working as a public servant in taxation, Indigenous 

affairs (policy development and program delivery) and 

within Defence (Civilian and Army Reserve Officer). I 

then transitioned my career into the resources sector 

(Rio Tinto and Anglo-American Coal) continuing to 

learn and being exposed to domestic and international 

supply chain management and procurement projects. 

 I always had an interest in supply chain 

management and trade as my Torres Strait Islander 

culture, lore, song and dance narrates of our  

co-existence over millennia with mother nature and 

wayfinding across the seas to trade and battle with 

other peoples’. 

Tagai  
Management 
Consultants
Murray Saylor

 At the start of 2014, I ended my mining career 

and the next day registered Tagai Management 

Consultants and worked through moving from an 

employee to an entrepreneurial mindset. Indigenous 

Business Australia (IBA) 'Into business workshops'  

further allowed me to develop the business strategy.  

My initial strategy was to use my redundancy package 

and not apply for funding.  Also, I focused on 

communities and corporates not government in my 

customer segmentation.  I wanted to ensure I could 

walk the walk and talk the talk with Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander communities, families and tribes. 

 I have made many mistakes but each time I 

have learned, improved and sharpened my business 

acumen to stay true to my vision of maximising 

opportunities to make a difference in our global village 

and never forgetting my humble beginnings which 

continue to fuel the fire in my spirit and focus. 

 Today, Tagai Management Consultants 

continues to share our focus of creating sustainable 

social impact and triple bottom line value for all our 

customers and communities we have the humbling 

opportunity to work with across Australia, and as 

we embrace our wayfinding heritage to respectfully 

connect and work across global borders. 
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 Au esoau (thank you) to my Tagai Management 

Consultants family which encompasses my family, 

our team, their families, our customers, communities, 

Supply Nation, my fellow Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander businesses and other inspiring enablers who 

have shared their knowledge, support and respect for 

the entrepreneurial and personal wayfinding I continue 

to embark on.

How has engagement with the Indigenous business 

community evolved over the years? 

 If it was not for the Indigenous Procurement 

Policy and Reconciliation Action Plan initiatives the 

Indigenous business sector would not be as considered 

and sharing our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

identity would not be a unique value proposition 

outside of the arts/culture industry. 

 The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

procurement policies and inclusion initiatives have 

provided a “hand up” and a platform for Indigenous 

businesses to shine and mature the Indigenous 

business sector through the increase of employment 

and economic development for Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander peoples’ and communities. 

 The Government policies have created a 

positive and negative situation across the Indigenous 

employment and procurement spectrum.  On one 

hand the policies have created an increase in contract 

spend and employment opportunity but on the other 

hand not all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 

and communities are benefiting or are able to access 

the opportunities. 

 The question looking into the “crystal ball” 

is what happens if and/or when the government 

procurement policies end?  The Indigenous business 

sector, communities and decision makers need to 

future proof the Indigenous business and employment 

development and growth to ensure there is economic 

and social sustainability for future generations not just 

as an “Indigenous “ tick box but as a considered asset in 

progressing the Australian brand and economy.

 

What do you see as the greatest areas of future 

opportunity for Indigenous businesses?

• Reinvigoration of Indigenous-to-Indigenous trade 

and investment.

• Indigenous participation evolves to become 

business as usual within all supply chains.

• Increased business entrants to new industries like 

pharmaceuticals, property development, scientific 

research and laboratory services, technology and 

advanced manufacturing.

• Creation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

primary, secondary and tertiary education 

institutions.

• Indigenous philanthropic investment into Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander culture and art.

I have made many mistakes 

but each time I have 

learned, improved and 

sharpened my business 

acumen to stay true to 

my vision of maximising 

opportunities to make a 

difference in our global 

village.

– Murray Saylor
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The foundations of 

Aboriginal culture 

are land, family and 

knowledge and we 

can only really thrive 

in a work place that is 

culturally safe every day.

– Gerry Matera

Marawar
Gerry Matera

Registered  
Supplier 
of the Year
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Being recognised as the Registered Supplier of the 

Year is an incredible achievement. Tell us some of the 

strategies and ways you've employed to drive better 

outcomes for your Indigenous people.

 Marawar’s strong cultural foundations allow  

our employees and contractors to build a vision of how 

they can advance their careers and grow their own  

small businesses essentially because they can see 

someone already doing it. Someone who has walked 

 in their shoes.  

 The foundations of Aboriginal culture are 

land, family and knowledge and we can only really 

thrive in a workplace that is culturally safe every day. 

The foundations of Marawar as an Aboriginal-led 

construction company provide just that.  Simply hiring 

an Aboriginal employee and expecting them to just fit 

in with the existing company culture doesn’t ensure a 

successful outcome. 

 My sister Carmel works with me in the 

business to provide constant contact for the Aboriginal 

members of our team and that’s a critically important 

role.  I spend time socially with the team every few 

weeks to support those bonds too. There are constant 

challenges to supporting Aboriginal people into regular 

employment.  The difference with Marawar is that 

we have made that commitment part of the business 

ethos.

What were your motivations and challenges when 

starting Marawar? 

 The Marawar story started in 2017 when 

I went looking for stats about the distribution of 

Aboriginal apprentices in Western Australia.  Of 33,000 

apprentices in the state, 741 were Aboriginal, and there 

were fewer than 90 in the building trades.  I already  

had two businesses by then (EON Protection and 

Gather Foods) both founded on the same idea of 

creating opportunities for Aboriginal people to get  

into great jobs, so the construction industry became  

my next target. 

 It hasn’t been easy.  From the start the 

industry’s underlying prejudices about Aboriginal 

people were clear. Even today, I regularly find myself in 

board room conversations where I’m questioned about 

the reliability and work ethic of Aboriginal employees 

and Aboriginal businesses.  I’m even questioned about 

my own Aboriginality.   

 That’s something I have built some resilience 

to, but it always reminds me of what Marawar’s tradies 

and apprentices might be dealing with out on the job.  

It fires the bigger goal in me, to elevate Aboriginal 

businesses from just being able to get the cleaning or 

the kitchen-hand roles, to leading big organisations.  

I’m here to change that narrative.

Can you tell us about the benefits and value of 

recruiting Indigenous talent to your organisation, your 

clients and the wider community?   

 An increasing number of businesses are 

undertaking Reconciliation Action Plans (RAP) and 

Aboriginal procurement targets are embedded in 

legislation in WA. An Aboriginal-led building services 

company with proven capability ticks a couple of 

important boxes for our clients. 

 The foundation of Marawar’s growth has been 

the investment into strong relationships that support 

sustainable contracts with our customers. Among 

these are the Departments of Finance, Health and 

Communities, Bunnings, Public Transport Authority, 

Wesfarmers, Uniting WA, KMART, Officeworks and 

Wirrpanda Foundation. 

 Marawar as an organisation would not have 

its unique point of difference without Aboriginal 

employees. Importantly, for the broader community, 

it normalises seeing Aboriginal people getting on with 

the job. That is a very powerful change in the way we 

are portrayed and how we see ourselves.  You can’t be 

what you can’t see.

In what ways are Indigenous businesses unique and 

what opportunities do you see in the future for the 

continued growth of diversity within business? 

 A truly Aboriginal business has a lot to teach 

the traditional model.  In an organsation where care for 

humans and country, and respect for knowledge are 

fundamental, you are going to get the best out of your 

employees, the best applicants and the longest serving 

staff members. The flow-on of that is that they will be 

treating clients with the same generosity of spirit. 

 I’m all about inclusion and diversity.  A well 

cared for, diverse workforce is a fundamental strength 

that can’t be overlooked.  It’s the only way to structure 

a healthy public-facing organisation. This aspect of 

employment strategy is going to grow exponentially.

What are the challenges in implementing positive and 

meaningful procurement policies for the betterment 

of Indigenous businesses? 

 It all comes down to what’s culturally ingrained.  

This is why the narrative has to change from the 

ground up. We work to overcome the misconceptions 

about Aboriginal people being ready, willing and able 

for the job. Practically, this means that the expectation 

from organisations looking to procure services from 

Aboriginal businesses is that those contracts will be for 

the lowest paid, least-skilled work. At Marawar we are 

changing that perception very rapidly as we compete 

for work with the top tier construction companies, 

and I’m keen to see more and more of this across 

industries. 

 The other factor is that cultural fit again.  It’s 

a difficult work relationship for an Aboriginal person 

who is employed in an organisation that is actually tone 

deaf culturally. The challenge for the procurer is to see 

the broader ways in which they can adapt to embrace 

their aboriginal work force.  When that happens it’s an 

enriching experience for everyone.
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Leah Cameron
and Marrawah Law

Indigenous 
Businesswoman 
of the Year

Certified Supplier   
of the Year

What have been some of the greatest challenges for 

you personally, and for the industry over the past 

twelve months? 

 Like other businesses, Marrawah Law has had 

to adjust the way we work in response to the COVID-19 

restrictions. As our clients have adapted, so have we. 

While we will always prioritise meeting in person and 

being on Country, we have really embraced technology 

as it works so well for geographically diverse teams. 

 The most obvious lesson from last year was 

the need to plan ahead for change and uncertainty 

(not that we could anticipate this level of change and 

uncertainty) both within our business and for our 

clients. Personally, while I have missed the opportunity 

to travel frequently and engage with clients and the 

team in person, I have also loved the chance to spend 

more time at home with family.

What strategies have you employed to overcome 

these challenges and create opportunities for growth? 

 For our business, with our travel plans curtailed, 

we had to identify new ways to communicate and 

interact with each other and with clients.  It’s focussed 

our efforts on different ways to work together, 

particularly in a time of growth.   

 For me, I took the time when I would 

normally be travelling to focus on the growth of the 

business, developing and supporting our team and on 

developing thought leadership positions to assist our 

clients – particularly government and corporate clients 

– to better understand the perspectives of Indigenous 

businesses and groups.  In my role, I want to educate 

and inform others about better ways of working 

together.  The take-away from 2020 was that it is 

important to create this time to spend ‘on the business’ 

while dealing with day-to-day work. 

 The other important lesson was the need to 

‘share the load’ with others. With such fast-paced 

change, it was really important to be able to call on 

our networks for support and even just to talk through 

issues. Supply Nation was one of those networks for  

me and I want to acknowledge the support they 

provided to members.

 

It’s been a challenging time for all, but what additional 

issues have impacted the Indigenous community with 

respect to the law?

 While understanding contractual requirements 

and expectations is always critically important, in 

2020 it was particularly important to review these in 

light of the restrictions, fluctuating demand, access 

to materials and the like that came about through 

Covid. We provided a lot of assistance to our clients, 

Indigenous and non-Indigenous, to support them 

through this time and it reinforced a lesson to me that 

we need to always take the time to understand our 

contractual commitments and what exit strategies or 

business continuity plans might be required.  
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 Many communities in remote locations 

were living with even stricter regulations than those 

in regional areas to prioritise their health and well-

being. This creates additional pressure on Indigenous 

communities who generally meet and work together  

in person.

 

Why do you feel it’s important for Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander people to have legal 

representation from people sharing their experience of 

Country?

 I believe the low numbers of Indigenous legal 

professionals is a significant gap – particularly given 

the complexity and frequency in which Indigenous 

people are seeking commercial and land access 

legal assistance for native title, cultural heritage and 

land use matters through the realisation of business 

opportunities with large corporates.

 The fundamental dynamic in the lawyer – client 

relationship is that the client is in charge.  All clients  

– government, corporate and Indigenous – need to 

feel confident that their lawyers are listening to them 

and ensure the decisions are made with their full client 

input and agreement.  

 It was my experience that the specific  

needs and expectations of Indigenous clients were  

not always met by their representatives. In establishing 

a boutique practice, initially focussed on native title  

and commercial law to support Indigenous business  

and traditional owners, my priority was to ensure that 

there would be Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

lawyers bringing their unique perspectives to the  

table. As Marrawah Law has grown and diversified, I am 

proud that our corporate and government clients also 

understand the critical importance of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander lawyers in providing day to day 

legal advice from a diverse perspective. 

 

 In what ways do you plan to continue to grow, 

personally and professionally over the coming year? 

What do you see being the greatest opportunities in 

the near future for you and your firm?

 As 2021 progresses, I think one of the biggest 

opportunities for all of us, including Indigenous women 

in law, is the chance to adapt to a new pace and a 

new style of working.  The ability to meet virtually has 

provided considerable opportunities for growth and, 

while we will always work with our clients ‘on Country’ 

I am excited that we have been able to adapt. It is 

possible also that this will facilitate more diversity as 

clients and legal practitioners can take the opportunity 

to increase their work/life balance through the new and 

accepted technological meeting options.

 At Marrawah Law, we are growing our team 

and looking for opportunities to support clients as their 

businesses and organisations diversify and grow. It is an 

exciting time.

Personally, while I have 

missed the opportunity to 

travel frequently and engage 

with clients and the team in 

person, I have also loved the 

chance to spend more time 

at home with family.

– Leah Cameron
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Corporate Member  
of the Year 

Outstanding Impact  
Award
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Once we have better 

awareness, I believe people 

will move even faster to 

growing opportunities for 

Indigenous businesses.

– Robin Burton

JLL
The Outstanding Impact Award recognises an 

outstanding impact on supplier diversity and the 

growth of the Indigenous business sector. In what 

ways has JLL focussed on driving better outcomes for 

the Indigenous business community?

 JLL has a two pronged approach. Firstly 

we focus on establishing long term and high value 

partnerships with vendors in categories with a lot of 

great Indigenous businesses competing – such as 

cleaning or trade services. Secondly, we are working to 

nurture new relationships with smaller up-and-coming 

vendors in sectors where there has not traditionally 

been a lot of Indigenous owned players.

 

Can you tell us about your role at JLL and how you 

work to deliver the impacts you've been recognised 

for?

 I look after social procurement at JLL Australia. 

My primary role is to work to understand the needs of 

our clients in relation to social procurement and then 

develop strategies to ensure they can maximise their 

engagement with diverse vendors. 

 A lot of what I do is about understanding what 

opportunities are in the pipeline and which Indigenous 

vendors might be right for those opportunities. 

Once I know those two pieces of information, I can 

develop a strategy and plan to ensure we create real 

opportunities for Indigenous vendors.

What are the challenges in implementing meaningful 

change to achieve better outcomes for Indigenous 

business?

 A key challenge is still awareness. Even in large 

organisations with strong commitments to diversity,  

I will often meet people that are surprised to learn 

about how we can make a difference through our 

supply chain.

 Even though supplier diversity it is an intuitive 

idea, the industry is still young and people are still 

learning about its benefits. Once we have better 

awareness, I believe people will move even faster to 

growing opportunities for Indigenous businesses. 

 

Robin Burton  

Senior Supplier Diversity and Sustainability Specialist  

JLL 
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Procurement 
Professional   
of the Year

Hamish Johnston
ATCO Australia
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Hamish Johnston

Being recognised as the Procurement Professional of 

the Year is an incredible achievement.  Can you tell us 

some of the strategies you've employed to drive better 

outcomes for the Indigenous business community?

 My approach to Supplier Diversity has been 
very informal, however there are some key ingredients 
that I have used to drive better outcomes. These 
include a conscious effort to listen and understand 
challenges; being creative with potential outcomes 
and working to reduce barriers; having a willingness 
to align cultures; having a long term view but with 
a short, medium and long term focus with realistic 
steps to achieve them; maintaining flexibility; and 
understanding when you could have done things 
different to get a better outcome and aiming to 
continuously improve.
 
In what ways are Indigenous businesses unique and 

what opportunities do you see in the future for the 

continued growth of supplier diversity within the 

corporate sector?

 Indigenous businesses are unique as they want 
to work with you to grow their business. They are 
very aspirational on where they want to be and if we 
can listen to them and develop them, they are going 
to become a very powerful business sector. There 
are some Indigenous businesses that have very niche 
offerings that you just don’t expect. I see Indigenous 
businesses really developing over the coming years 
and I’m really looking forward to having influence and 
watching other corporates jump on board.

What are the challenges in implementing positive and 

meaningful procurement policies for the betterment 

of Indigenous businesses?

 One of the challenges a lot of corporates 
have is they don’t have top-down support for supplier 
diversity. At ATCO, it starts with our CEO Nancy 
Southern and our Australian Managing Director Patrick 
Creaghan who both lead by example and encourage 
supplier diversity within the business globally and here 
in Australia.
 Recently we had a Supplier Diversity Workshop 
to create the framework for our Strategy and Policy 
and the executive support was really encouraging. It 
will empower ATCO to influence our Procurement 
Strategies and Policies to support ATCO Corporate 
Social Responsibility outcomes.

  It takes time and resources to develop 
Indigenous businesses and to align them to your 
business culture and processes. Some of these 
elements include:
• Shorter Payment Terms to assist with cash flow.
• Helping them understand Scope of Works.
• Debrief from sourcing events to understand where 

they could have done better.
• Introducing them to the right stakeholders within 

the business via an opportunity workshop so they 
don’t waste their time kicking tyres.

• Assisting with the maturity to Health Safety and 
Environment as this can be very foreign.

Can you tell us about your role, and how you work to 

deliver the impacts you’ve been recognised for?

 I am the Supply Chain Manger for ATCO 
Australia and work with the businesses to support 
their supply needs. Through my role I get to influence 
stakeholders in the Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) space. I also get to work with many suppliers 
and help them develop their businesses to partner 
with ATCO and help support them with their own 
CSR influence. I consider myself a supplier diversity 
influencer that enables equity for suppliers that don’t 
have opportunities with Australian corporates. Supplier 
diversity is supporting minority groups like Aboriginal 
businesses, disability businesses, female majority-
owned businesses and LGBTQI+ businesses.
 As part of my role, we are influencing many 
corporates to start the reconciliation journey, and 
many are now reaching out to understand the steps 
that are involved. It is really encouraging to know 
that change is happening. Other corporates want 
to understand how to start a Reconciliation Action 
Plan (RAP), to understand what we have done in the 
employment space and how we have implemented our 
Supplier Diversity Program. This really drives me as it 
shows that I am making a difference.

I see Indigenous businesses 
really developing over the 
coming years and I’m really 
looking forward to having 
influence and watching 
other corporates jump on 
board.

– Hamish Johnston
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Defence has a long history of Indigenous service 
and is extremely proud of the contributions and 
achievements of past and present Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander service men and women in defending 
Australia’s national interests. Defence contributes to 
the Commonwealth’s National Agreement on Closing 
the Gap primarily through Indigenous employment and 
procurement opportunities.  
 Defence takes a leading role in supporting 
Indigenous procurement opportunities, as the largest 
procurer in the Commonwealth. Defence considers 
it is in a unique position to support engagement with 
Indigenous businesses through its reach into regional 
and remote Australia. The geographical distribution 
of Defence establishments provides the opportunity 
for local and Indigenous engagement to significantly 
contribute to the wealth and growth of local 
communities.  
 Defence continues to exceed Australian 
Government targets under the Indigenous 
Procurement Policy (IPP), awarding $610 million in 
contract value to Indigenous businesses in financial 

year 2020/21, and a total of over $2.3 billion since the 
release of the IPP in July 2015.  
 For its contribution to Indigenous procurement, 
Defence was awarded the Government Member of the 
Year award at the 2017, 2019 and 2021 Supply Nation 
Supplier Diversity Awards.  
 Defence understands that a strong and self-
supporting Indigenous business sector is key to 
empowering Indigenous Australians, and Defence’s 
dedicated IPP team has developed an extensive support 
and engagement platform for Indigenous businesses 
to seek advice and opportunities from within the 
Department. The foundation of this platform is 
Defence’s Indigenous Procurement Strategy, designed 
to maximise the number of contracts awarded to 
Indigenous business. The Strategy is implemented 
through three priority action areas – Committed 
Leadership, Inclusive Culture and Behaviour and 
Proactive Communication.  
 Defence’s Reconciliation Action Plan also 
reflects Defence’s enduring commitment and 
recognition of reconciliation as a fundamental aspect 

Department  
of Defence

Government  
Member    
of the Year
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of their Diversity and Inclusion Strategy. 
 In continually improving Defence’s Indigenous 
participation, Defence feels it is important to promote 
good news stories demonstrating the success of its 
engagements with Indigenous businesses. Defence’s 
Encouraging Indigenous Business internet site provides 
examples of Defence’s good news stories, excerpts of 
which are provided below, relating to CMJ Wholesale 
and Pacific Services Group Holdings. 
 
CMJ Wholesale 
 CMJ Wholesale is a small, Indigenous, family-
owned food distributor, based on the South Coast of 
NSW. It specialises in the supply of quality wholesale 
meat, dry, frozen and chilled goods to hospitality 
establishments. The business provides employment 
opportunities to people from vulnerable groups in 
society (including those with a disability, First Nations 
people, those who have been unemployed on a long 
term basis and older people), who may otherwise find 
it difficult to retain meaningful employment. 

 As a result of COVID-19, CMJ saw a significant 
reduction in turnover, experiencing a 50% decrease in 
orders due to the closure of pubs, clubs, restaurants 
and cafes. The business was also significantly impacted 
by NSW floods and bushfires. Noting this, Compass 
Group, on behalf of Defence, reviewed their product 
range and developed a proposal to provide a range of 
beverages in addition to the usual orders, resulting in 
extra revenue for CMJ. This enabled CMJ to remain 
open and keep staff employed throughout the 
COVID-19 crisis. 
 CMJ is currently transitioning as a business 
to CMJ Food Services and pivoting into more than 
just a food service business. CMJ is all about putting 
people first, leading change and delivering excellence 
in everything it does. CMJ is working on long term 
relationships with Defence and other Corporate 
Partners as a way of building intergenerational wealth 
for First Nations individuals and families. CMJ provide 
excellent manufacturing, storage and distribution 
services in NSW and is looking to expand into other 
states and regions. 
 
Pacific Services Group Holdings (PSGH) 

 PSGH was established in 2011 by Troy Rugless 
to provide Indigenous construction and project 
services. Since the introduction of the IPP, Federal 
Government Agencies like Defence have embraced 
the policy, allowing the growth and development of 
companies like PSGH. Without this engagement, PSGH 
would not have had the ability to employ and sub-
contract many Indigenous people and businesses. This 
complements the vision of both Defence and PSGH in 
achieving reconciliation through business.
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As a founding member of Supply Nation, Winc is 
committed to the First Nations reconciliation effort in 
Australia and believes that the economic advancement 
of First Nations Peoples is critical to creating positive 
social change. That’s why we're doubling down on 
our efforts to become an employer of choice for First 
Nations Peoples while supporting the growth and 
development of First Nations businesses. 
 To help achieve these goals Winc is partnering 
with First Nations recruitment business New Start and 
facilities products supplier Fresh Start, both founded 
and managed by Daniel Phillips. 
 In 2020, at the beginning of the pandemic, 
Winc signed up Fresh Start to supply COVID-19 
essentials such as hand sanitiser. The partnership was 
a real win-win. Winc was able to continue to deliver 
vital supplies to important customers while Fresh Start 
was able to expand its customer base and support the 
business throughout this challenging period. 
 Last year, Winc also commenced working 
closely with New Start to ramp up First Nations 
employment with several new positions opening up in 
our distribution centres and customer care team. Key 
to the partnership is regular communication and shared 
goals.  
 “Partnership to me is about genuine 
engagement. It’s about being part of each other’s 
businesses and growing together. Working with major 
organisations such as Winc is important to deliver 
real change for First Nations people. It’s great being 
able to help people in the community, some of which 
have overcome significant adversity, and to see them 
succeed,” says Daniel.  

Supporting 
First Nations 
Business

 The partnership has enabled Winc to access a 
strong First Nations talent pool across the country. A 
great example is Jean from Winc’s Perth warehouse. 
Jean began working with Winc on a contract basis 
last year but was quickly offered a permanent role 
and was recently promoted to Admin & Compliance 
Coordinator because of her continuous improvement 
mindset, work ethic and passion.  
 “By working with our First Nations talent 
partners we are able to connect talented First Nations 
candidates with great career opportunities at Winc. 
It’s wonderful to see this in action,” says Sally Dickson, 
Group HR Director at Winc. 
 Supporting First Nations businesses and 
communities is more important now than ever. “It’s 
crucial to have open discussions around how First 
Nations businesses and organisations can work to 
support each other during this time and continue 
delivering important outcomes,” says Daniel.

A message from Connect 2021 platinum sponsor 
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Partnership to me 
is about genuine 
engagement. It’s about 
being part of each 
other’s businesses and 
growing together. 
- Daniel Phillips 
 
 

Connect 2021 

Platinum Sponsor
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https://business.gov.au/grants-and-programs/ausindustry


https://supplynation.org.au/research/


https://supplynation.org.au/research-paper/state-of-indigenous-business-driving-growth/
https://supplynation.org.au/research-paper/what-makes-indigenous-business-unique/
https://supplynation.org.au/research-paper/state-of-indigenous-business-a-quantitative-analysis/
https://supplynation.org.au/research-paper/covid-frontline-impact/
https://supplynation.org.au/research-paper/supply-nation-research-and-policy-brief-no-1/
https://supplynation.org.au/research-paper/supply-nation-research-and-policy-brief-no-2-principles-for-designing-post-covid-19-support-programs-for-indigenous-business/




https://ibd.supplynation.org.au/public/s/login/?_ga=2.179651431.278857734.1634252920-1199668102.1615167474
mailto:training@supplynation.org.au?subject=


Member training

 First Step  
 

Supply Nation’s First Step training is 

Australia’s first and only introductory 

supplier diversity training program. 

First Step reflects the journey and 

growth of supplier diversity in 

Australia and includes a framework 

for building an effective and 

successful supplier diversity program.

The program outlines the history of 

supplier diversity and our link to the 

Global Supplier Diversity Alliance, 

with a specific focus on Australian 

best practice and research.  

 

 
Next Step 

 
As the supplier diversity landscape 

in Australia continues to mature, 

procurement professionals must stay 

up to date with the latest learnings 

and best practice in the sector. 

Next Step is the latest training 

program developed for Supply 

Nation members who want to 

elevate their supplier diversity 

program. Next Step training builds 

on the foundations of First Step 

training with more advanced 

learnings to ensure supplier diversity 

becomes ‘business as usual’ in 

organisations throughout Australia.  

Next Step training takes participants 

on a deep dive into supplier diversity 

best practice and explores how 

supplier diversity can advance from a 

transactional function to be properly 

embedded into members’ supply 

chains and procurement practices. 
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Supply Nation would 

like to recognise the 

organisations that joined 

AIMSC in 2009 and are 

still with Supply Nation 

today. 

2009–  
2021
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With Supply Nation 
from the beginning

Certified Suppliers

Boomerang Construction Training

Carbon Media

Gilimbaa

Indigiearth

Kallico Catering

LBF Consulting

Message Stick Communications

Terri Janke and Company

Wiyala Resources

Members

ACT Government

Commonwealth Bank

Citi Australia

City of Sydney

Compass Group

CPB Contractors

Department of Defence

ExxonMobil Australia

Gilbert + Tobin

Herbert Smith Freehills

KPMG 

Microsoft

NAB

National Rugby League

NSW Department of 

Education

Qantas

Telstra

Wesfarmers

Winc
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https://www.theblackcard.com.au/
https://www.multhana.com.au/
https://supplynation.org.au/benefits/supplier/


https://www.pipelinetalent.com.au/
https://colesupplies.com.au/
https://nativesecrets.com.au/
https://www.gatherfoods.com.au/
https://www.wumaragroup.com.au/


https://www.walkaboutadventures.com.au/
https://catonline.tv/
https://www.dotbuild.com.au/
https://wyndcorp.com.au/
https://www.yoursafetyfactory.com.au/


https://www.arrpwere.consulting/
https://www.bunbaragroup.com.au/
https://towcha.com.au/
https://www.portdenisonsecurity.com.au/
http://moonyahservices.com.au/


http://www.murawin.com.au/
https://www.bygroup.com.au/
https://phyreapparel.com.au/
https://plateevents.com.au/
https://swfconstructiongroup.com/


https://wajaanayaam.com.au/
https://www.aarecruit.com.au/


https://supplynation.org.au/

